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Great Rosarians Of The World — 2013
Honorees Selected
Malcolm Manners & Dr. Walter Lewis
Ladies and Gentlemen � Start Your Plans.
Join us at the Huntington Library and Gardens on Saturday, February 3 (2013) to attend
the Great Rosarians Of The World lectures.
The Great Rosarians of the World™ Steering Committee is happy to announce that Dr.
Malcolm Manners of Southern Florida College will be one of two 2013 honorees.
Chairman of the Horticultural Science Department, Malcolm is a well know researcher on
Rose Mosaic Virus. We know him best for that
research, and for his work promoting Old Garden Roses and educating gardeners on their use
Malcolm Manners
in the home garden But the broader world
knows him best for his work in the field of Agriculture.
In 2008 Malcolm received his second Volunteer Service Award from the
President’s Council on Service and Civic Participation on behalf of the President of the United States to recognize the best in American sprit and encourage all Americans to contribute through volunteer service.
In 2007, Malcolm spent two weeks in Kyrgyzstan as part of Winrock
International’s Farmer-to-Farmer Volunteer Program, providing horticultural
consulting and training. He has participated in similar volunteer efforts
around the world.

The Program Becomes Complete . . .
. . . with the announcement of the second 2013 GROW Honoree: Dr.
Walter H. Lewis — Senior Botanist at the Missouri
Botanical Garden, and Professor Emeritus at George
Washington University, St. Louis MO. Dr. Lewis is
honored for his work on Species Roses.
This, then, is a spectacular program, offering rare opportunity to hear from two major figures in rose research at one event.
Tickets will be available later this fall.
Dr. Walter H. Lewis
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On The Occasion of its 20th Anniversary,

The Sacramento City Cemetery
Historic Rose Garden
Invites You To Attend An

Oct. 12-14 SYMPOSIUM
Festivities begin Friday, Oct. 12
with a “Wine & Cheese” Reception
in the Cemetery Garden, including a preview of the Cemetery’s famous October
night-time tours. (Fee: $25.00)
On Saturday, October 13
participants will enjoy a day of exciting talks,
at the California Auto Museum, 2200 Front Street (west on Broadway to
Front, turn right). Lunch and refreshments are included, and a sale of rare
roses (both live and silent) will be part of the program. (Fee: $125)
Saturday ends with a celebratory dinner, held at the same venue
(California Auto Museum) but separately priced, featuring author & Rosarian, Stephen Scaniello. (Saturday Dinner, Fee: $30.)
Sunday Morning, October 14: Enjoy the “Afterglow,” as Seminar attendees meet in the Cemetery, to enjoy Autumn’s bountiful bloom, explore
the garden, share coffee & stories (Free. No Fee)
Tickets are available through Brown Paper Tickets:
http://www.brownpapertickets.com/
Clear Light, And
Vivid Color —
The Historic
Rose Garden,
Dressed
For
Fall

“Old Town Novato”
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“Pulich Children”
Found Rose; ?Hybrid Perpetual?

If you attend the October Symposium in Sacramento, take time to visit
“Pulich Children.” A Found Rose, “Pulich Children” was collected for the
Sacramento City Cemetery Historic Rose Garden AND the San Jose Heritage
Rose Garden by Liz Hall and Kathryn MacKenzie.
This long-forgotten rose, collected on the grave of two small children, has
helped to re-unite long-lost members of the Pulich Family — and it is proving
to be an excellent garden rose.
But — what is it, really?
It’s possible that we may never really know — and that’s OK. The rose,
after all, is more important than the name we hang on it. Suggested identies
include both ‘Docteur Jamain’ (Hybrid Perpetual/Hybrid Bourbon; Hippolyte
Jamain, France, 1851 — described as being “very vigorous”) and the more familiar
‘Souv. de Docteur Jamain’ (Hybrid Perpetual; Lacharme, France, 1865, ‘General
Jacqueminot’ x ‘Charles Lefebvre’). One or the other, or neither, could be correct.
We hope many people will take time to visit “Pulich Children” in October. Who knows? Perhaps someone will even recognize this beauty. If not, it
will remain one more intriguing mystery. And what’s life without mystery?
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“Jesse Hildreth”
“Devoniensis-NOT” — Greatly Endangered

— FAREWELL —

IN MEMORY OF

JESSE B. HILDRETH
DIED
Jan. 25, 1862
Aged 21 Years
5 months 18 days

It stands near the top of the gentle hill that
is the Campo Santo — the community graveyard — of San Juan Bautista. It’s pretty much
foresquare to the wind. That’s always worried
me. Now, time and drought, and wind, and
clumsy attempts at groundskeeping, are taking
their toll on the old rose.
We first saw it in 2002 or 2003, a plant big
enough to legitimately be called a small tree.
There were two trunks, then, in a sort of “V”
configuration, both a bit termite-eaten, but with
vigor enough to keep it pumping out blooms by
the hundreds and thousands. (More blooms in a
wet year. Fewer in one of our nasty “La Nina”
dry years.)
By spring, 2005, the North-west-facing
trunk was gone. What remained looked a lot
like a massive “standard.” That’s probably why
the soi disant “groundskeepers” have cut away
4

every new sucker that
might give new life to the
old rose.
The old rose grows,
what would probably be
one-gravesite over from
Jesse Hildreth’s headstone.
Maybe no one else in
that row could afford a
fancy carved marker.
A probable

2004 Or 2005
‘Hermosa’ (see above) may
have marked a neighboring
burial. Perhaps others had
wooden markers (those
don’t fare well, over time).
Other than the roses, Jesse’s
headstone stands alone.
Jesse was only 21,
when he died in 1862. He

May, 2007

May, 2012

and the rose — they’ve been companions
now for a long time, and it seems fitting
that the rose should now borrow his
name.
When we first saw it, we thought the
old plant might be ‘Devoniensis’ (Tea,
Foster, UK, 1838) Others thought that was
a reasonable guess, and so, gradually, we
began to refer to it as “The San Juan
Bautista ‘Devoniensis’.”
We worried a bit when people spoke
of ‘Devoniensis’ being troubled by mildew. (The San Juan Bautista rose definitely doesn’t mildew — nor did it blackspot, or suffer from anthracnose.)
When a young plant of this old Tea was planted in the Sacramento City
Cemetery next to an acknowledged ‘Devoniensis’ — well, our supposed iden5

tification quickly came “un-stuck.” (Served me right. I almost never guess at
an identification!)
It is rather LIKE ‘Devoniensis.’ It certainly could be RELATED to
‘Devoniensis.’ The San Juan Bautista rose is, however, clearly “NOTDevoniensis.’

If it isn’t ‘Devoniensis’ WHAT IS IT?
We don’t know. There have been suggestions. An 1855 Tea Rose,
‘Cornelia Cook,’ (Anthony Cook, U.S., ‘Devoniensis’ seedling) could be our rose:
“Cream, light yellow shading, pink shading. Strong fragrance. Average diameter 3.5"
. Large, full (26-40 petals), globular bloom form. Blooms in flushes throughout the season.”
But there are no existing images of ‘Cornelia Cook,’ making a match
almost impossible — and it should be noted that “Jesse Hildreth” has a petal
count of approximately 60.
This rose may keep its study name for quite some time. (That’s FINE!)

The Value Of Rose Rescue
In the few years we’ve spent prowling through old cemeteries, we’ve
learned that what you see on one trip is not necessarily what you’ll see on another trip. A rose you don’t see in a dry Fall, could be large, lush, and full of
bloom after a wet winter. More ominously, a rose you enjoy on one visit may
be gone forever on the next visit. Delta Duncan’s amber Hybrid Tea was five
feet tall in April, 2007. Gone forever by spring, 2008.
The same fate may await any rose in an untended (or, worse, badly-

Delta Flobell Duncan
B. 1902, d. 1948
Her rose was 5-ft. tall in 2007,
GONE, in 2008

tended) cemetery or deserted garden. It is most-certainly the fate that awaits
“Jesse Hildreth,” which has grown ever-smaller, over the past decade. We
may be very thankful that, when the old plant is gone, the rose will not be lost,
but will, in fact, be shared forward into many new gardens. � JJ, 9-12
© 2012 — Please do not reprint without written permission of author: Jeri Jennings.
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A few years ago, I heard about a new garden of Heritage Roses, which
was taking shape in Texas. I knew it was intended to include Found Roses —
at least those from Texas — and the Bermuda Mystery Roses — and that there
would be an emphasis on Teas, Chinas, and Noisettes.
The thing that caught my imagination was the garden design, which allowed for roses to be planted on 15– and even 20-ft. centers. I wanted to see
that garden, but it’s a long way from Camarillo to Dallas, TX, with a lot of
desert between the two. Time passed, and opportunities didn’t present themselves.
This past spring, though, we attended the Dalmatian Club of America’s
National Specialty, in Tulsa, Oklahoma. This was our chance! After all, Dallas isn’t THAT far from Tulsa!
Through The
Desert And
Over The Hills
To Tulsa,
Oklahoma
And On
And On
To
Chambersville
Tree Farm
And
Heritage
Rose
Garden
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Tractor, Roses, and Pond — Entering The Heritage Rose Garden

In Tulsa, our dogs made us proud in Agility and Rally competition, despite
heat and humidity neither we nor they were used to. Then, we hit the road for
McKinney, (Celina) Texas, 220 miles south
of Tulsa, and a few miles north of Dallas.

The Chambersville
Heritage Rose Garden

‘Perle des Jardins’

The thing began when Dean Oswald, owner
of the Chambersville Tree Farm, contacted
Claude Graves for input in making a rose
garden at his the Farm.
Oswald founded Chambersville Tree Farm
on ranch land a few miles North of Dallas.
The farm was named for a small country
“The Legation garden was looking lush and full of colour, with
masses of the lovely single briar roses, Austrian yellow and
copper, which are really Persian roses, the double pink of Rosa
centifolia, which the peasants use for making rose water, also
the double yellow Rosa hemispherica. The plain was thick with
camel thorn, which is Rosa berberifolia. The flower is a pale
yellow, with brown centre, and the buds like a fairy rose, so
small and perfect.”
—TO PERSIA FOR FLOWERS
Alice Fullerton, Oxford University Press, 1938
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church and cemetery, remnants of the vanished community of Chambersville.
The area Oswald proposed for a rose garden, Graves thought, might be the
perfect site for a long-dreamed-of garden, preserving and displaying the Tea,
China, and Noisette roses, which excel in Texas.
Here, with ample water, and space for them to grow to their natural mature
size, these roses — many of them found throughout Texas, could be displayed
at their best.
We have, of course, seen something like this done in the Sacramento City
Cemetery’s Historic Rose Garden — (a much
more mature garden, and in my very prejudiced opinion, one of the world’s most beautiful rose gardens). This, though, was a very
different setting, in a very different climate,
and I was thrilled to see it at last.
With roses obtained from The Antique
Rose Emporium and Chamblee’s Roses (in
Texas) as well as Gregg Lowery’s Vintage
Gardens in California, things got rolling at
planting time, in 2006. The rose garden area
is a broad field, bordered by trees, and with a
small and large ponds, lakes, and reservoirs
nearby. This is beauty of a style we don’t see
in arid Southern California.
Water for the gardens is provided by an
‘Barcelona’ (HT, Kordes, Ger,
automatic system, with bubblers at the foot of
1932) In Commerce As
‘Francis Dubreuil
each rose. I suspect this watering system has
(Tea, France, 1894)
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In full bloom ahead of most of the rest of the garden,
“Caldwell Pink” was found in Texas, and returned
to commerce under that name. It was later determined to be identical to the rose in commerce as
‘Pink Pet,’ (Polyantha, Lilly, UK, 1928). Originally classified as a Polyantha, today’s ‘Pink Pet’
has been re-classed by ARS as a China. To add to the confusion, there is some intimation that
this is not the original, true ‘Pink Pet.’
Confused? Join the party. All you REALLY need to know is that this is a fine garden rose.

“Bermuda’s Kathleen”

been a key part of the success of this project.
Since the planting of the garden, Texas has experienced several years of historic heat and
drought, badly damaging crops and cattle.
Weather scientists are hinting that the North
American Continent may be moving toward
“dust bowl” conditions. The tree farm area has
ample ground water, and the bubbler system has
put the water where it was needed, in the quantities needed. In many private Texas gardens,
homeowners lost roses — even fully-mature
“Earthkind” tested roses. Here, that didn’t
happen.

Water. I wish we had that sort of supply of it, here in Ventura County!
The garden was dedicated in October, 2006. But things didn’t stop
there. There’s a lot to see already. This remains a young garden, though, with
many plants still immature, and much left to do.
Though the site is privately-owned, the garden is open for visitors, at no
charge.
View Chambersville Tree Farms and the Heritage Rose Garden on
Google Earth, at 7032 County Road 971 Celina, TX
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Upon our arrival, complete with motorhome and 3 dogs, we were given a
map of the area, and invited to picnic while we were there. We were accompa
A reservoir makes a placid lake — a big old tree is a perfect picnic spot.

nied to the gardens by a friendly farm dog who seemed to be delighted to see
visitors — both human and canine.
We arrived too early for mass bloom in this garden. But you go when you
can. I hope one day to see the garden again, at the height of its bloom, and in
full maturity. A perfect time for a visit might be October, when they put on
“Rose-Dango.”
Many of the roses are as yet immature. THAT surprised me, because I
thought young plants matured that slowly only in MY garden. (I feel better
about that, now.) But the “bones” of the garden are there. I was also surprised to learn that unusual spring weather had presented the garden’s caretakers with an onset of blackspot — something they had not seen before, and on
roses that are usually not so-troubled.
We can make our plans, but Mother Nature sure can throw a few curves
our way.
What will, one day, be a long hedge of huge plants of ‘Mutabilis’ (and
‘Mutabilis’ is capable of some impressive size) is as yet a row of plants with
large spaces between them. (See Page 9.) Those big ‘Mutabilis’ plants were
looking skimpy, too, having been hit hard by the outbreak of blackspot.
(‘Mutabilis’ is “bulletproof” in Southern California, where blackspot is rare.)
A few feet away, however, the “Bermuda Mystery Rose” — “Smith’s
Parish” — was completely healthy, though just starting to bloom. (Dr. Wang
11

‘Comtesse du Cayla’

Guoliang’s research indicates that “Smith’s
Parish” is, as suspected by many, almost certainly the original ‘Five-Colored Rose,’ carried to Europe from China by Robert Fortune.)
If I could wave a magic wand, I’d
transport myself to Texas (without traveltime), and visit this garden again, in the Fall. I
suspect that’s when its at its best. If you
chance to be traveling that way in October, I
recommend you do just that.
October, in fact, is probably the BEST
time, as it provides the setting for this garden’s
Very Big Event: RoseDango!

RoseDango 2012 — the fifth such
annual event, will be held on Oct. 21st.
We did, in fact, end our visit to Chambersville Tree Farm with a picnic, near the
lake, between two areas of the rose garden,
under the shade of a big old tree, with a view
of open fields, a lake, and roses.
‘Souv. de Mme. Leonie Viennot’
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2012 RoseDango
Schedule
� 8:00 Gates Open and Retail Roses and Tree Sales Open
� 9:00� 10:30 Guided Garden tours conducted by
RoseDango Speakers
� 11:00� 11:10 Opening Remarks by Stephen Scanniello,
President of the Heritage Rose Foundation
� 11:10� 12:00 Greg Lowery, Owner of Vintage Gardens
� 12:00� 1:30 Lunch, Garden Tours, Wine and Music
� 1:30� 2:20 Anne Belovich, America’s Greatest Rambler
Collection
� 2:30� 3:20 Peggy Martin, Creation of her new garden in
Gonzales, LA
� 3:30� 5:00 Self Guided Tours, Wine and Music
� 5:00 Garden Closes
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As September Draws To A Close Take Time For The Annual

Open Garden
At The

San Jose Heritage Rose Garden

Saturday, Sept. 29, 2012
Spring & Taylor Streets, San Jose, CA
(South of the San Jose International Airport)

For Complete Information, See The Website:

http://www.heritageroses.us/index.html
Free Parking & Admission

‘Robusta’
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Available Now From Vintage Gardens

‘Lady Roberts’
(Tea Rose, Sport of ‘Anna Olivier’ F. Cant, UK, 1912)

In the early 20th Century, ‘Lady Roberts’
was listed as one of the best roses for
Southern California. It still is! But as
time passed, the rose fell out of commerce
and was forgotten.

Now part of a special Fall Release
from Vintage.

Order Today!
www.vintagegardens.com/
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Available From Rogue Valley Roses

‘Licorice Tea

(MODERN Tea Rose, ‘Lillian Austin’ x ’Mons. Tillier’
Paul Barden, U.S. 2004)

Fully double yellow blooms, held in clusters, are showcased by very dark
green foliage, with never a speck of disease. This healthy plant can range
from a 4-ft. bush to a mannerly 8-ft. climber.
The fragrance is licorice (anise? Myrrh?) and cloves.

Order Today!
www.roguevalleyroses.com
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“Benny Lopez”
Available Now
From
Vintage Gardens
Rose Nursery
Did you know that

“Benny Lopez,”
shared forward from
Mr. Lopez’s Santa Barbara garden by our own
Ingrid Wapelhorst, is
among the roses offered
by Vintage Gardens in
their special Fall release?
No? Well, perhaps
it’s not too late to order
this beauty — so wellsuited to our Central
Coast region of California.
While we don’t
know what Mr. Lopez’s
rose IS, we do know
that it is diseaseresistant and generous
of bloom through most of the year — in our climate that so often predisposes roses to rust, or mildew, or both.
We never expected this opportunity, but are overjoyed that it has
happened. Order while there’s still a chance of getting a plant.

Vintage Gardens:
http://www.vintagegardens.com/
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‘Général
Galliéni’
(And Family)
Gilbert Nabonnand, France,
1899 — Red, dark red
shading, golden-yellow
center. Tea fragrance. Large,
double blooms (17-25 petals)

Joseph Simon Gallieni
(24 April 1849 – 27 May
1916) was a French soldier,
most active as a military commander and administrator in
the French colonies and finished his career during the
First World War. He was made Marshal of
France posthumously in 1921. Historians . . .
credit Gallieni with being the guiding intelligence behind the French victory in the First
Battle of the Marne in 1914. — Wikipedia
When roses have been named after people, I
like to know a bit about the people for whom
18

they were named. ‘Général
Galliéni’ is a great example,
for while the general was very
well-known in the late 19th
and early 20th Centuries, he
seems now to be a somewhat
obscure person. (Fair
enough, for it must be admitted that his rose is also somewhat obscure.)
In fact, though his greatest fame may have come late
in his life, his previous career
may have been most exciting.
Nabonnand gave this rose the
general’s name in 1899, not
long after Galliéni’s participation in explorations of Africa,
which documented for the
first time the existence of
both gorillas and African
‘G. Nabonnand’
Pygmy's.
(Tea, Orange-Pink, G. Nabonnand, France, 1888)
Was Nabonnand an armchair explorer, thrilled by
these adventures? I’ll never know, but it’s fun to speculate.
‘Général Galliéni’ was among the first tea roses we planted here (a
LONG time ago). The plant never grew well, tantalizing us with a few striking
blooms, and demonstrating that it was not subject to any of the diseases common to roses in this cool coastal area. It just didn’t GROW.
Perhaps it was just a weak plant. Or, its weaknesses may have been exacerbated by the fact that it was growing in a wooden whisky barrel. As the barrel decayed over the years, the rose “grew backward.” Eventually, both were
removed.
Meanwhile, a few feet away, ‘Rosette Delizy’ (Tea, 1922, Clément Nabonnand ;‘Général Galliéni’ x ‘Comtesse Bardi’) happily grew to 7-ft. tall, and
bloomed right around the calendar, and ‘G. Nabonnand’ (Tea, France, Gilbert
Nabonnand France, 1888) grew like the proverbial weed.
A while back, there was some discussion of ‘Général Galliéni’ on one of
the on-line forums. When I mentioned my disappointment in the rose, a friend
volunteered to send cuttings from her own vigorous bush. A cutting rooted
promptly, and began to grow.
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Recently jumped up to a Very Large Pot, the Général has taken off like a
shot. He’s pushing up new canes, has bloomed like mad through the hot summer, and will soon be ready for a spot in the ground.
___________________

Nabonnand Roses
We now have three Nabonnand Teas: ‘Général Galliéni,’ ‘Rosette
Delizy,’ and ‘G. Nabonnand.’ All have been completely free of disease, and
bloomed generously. Other than our original weak ‘Général Galliéni,’ all
have grown vigorously on their own roots, as beautiful additions to the garden.
Did the Nabonnands — Gilbert, Clement, and Paul — have some secret
about making disease-free roses? I wonder . . .

Gilbert Nabonnand
Gilbert Nabonnand, the father, and by far the most prolific of the family,
bred 210 roses. Relatively few of these remain in commerce — though one
that is, ‘Comtesse Festetics Hamilton,’ is available from Burlington Rose
Nursery, and is in the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden.
I’d love to see his ‘Duchess of Edinburgh,’ (1874) a Tea Rose described
as being “Carmine Red.” Alas, it is not one of the surviving known handful of
Gilbert Nabonnand roses.
Or, how about ‘Fiammetta Nabonnand,’ an 1894 Tea, bred from ‘Papa
Gontier’ x ‘Niphetos’? It’s described as:
“White, carmine-pink shading, goldenyellow undertones, pink edges. Strong
fragrance. Large, semi-double to double bloom form.” Sorry. That, too, is
gone — as is . . .
‘Lady Stanley,’ (Tea, 1887,) described
as “Mauve or purple blend. Lilacpurple. Very large, double (17-25 petals), globular, scalloped bloom form.”

Paul Nabonnand

‘Rosette Delizy’
(Tea, Clément Nabonnand; France, 1922
General Gallieni x Comtesse Bardi).

Paul Nabonnand (1860-1923), elder
son of Gilbert Nabonnand. Took over
his father's nursery in 1903. He worked
there, together with his brother Clément
until 1908 — and later at "Aux Roses de
— Continue to Pg. 21
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Rare Roses You Could Score
At The Sacramento City Cemetery October Seminar
(Assuming You’re There and Quick On Your Feet!)
Among the delights promised for the upcoming October Seminar at the Sacramento City Cemetery is a primo chance to score some rare and hard-to-find roses. Many of
these are roses not in commerce at all, or only occasionally, and some are not even usually available at the Cemetery’s Spring Open Garden and Rose Sale. And, at the Seminar, you will be competing with fewer other rose collectors.
The list is not complete, nor carved in stone. Some roses may be added. Some
removed. Some will be sold openly, others auctioned. There’s ONE plant of some,
many of others . . .
They are:

“Abbott & Burns Family
Plot”
Alba Odorata
Alice Hamilton
“Baretta St. Bourbon”
Bengal Fire/Miss Lowe's
Variety
“Benny Lopez”
“Bermuda Anna Olivier”

“Benny Lopez” — Found Rose —
A ?Damask Perpetual? Continuous Bloom, (if deadheaded) Fragrant, Disease-Resistant
—cont. to Pg. 22

la Cote d'Azur" in Cannes, Eden. Though relatively few of his roses remain
to us, those that do are tempting.
His ‘Emmanuella de Mouchy’ a Hybrid Gigantea climber of majestic
proportions, is available in Europe, and in the U.S. can be obtained from
Rogue Valley Roses, and from Burlington Rose Nursery. But the rose I would
love to grow is his 1922 ‘Fiammetta,’ another Hybrid Gigantea, but of less
size, and in shades of amber, streaked with yellow. It is single, and is described as being “strongly fragrant.” Who could resist? Alas, there is no
source for ‘Fiammetta,’ and we must presume her to be lost.
We do, thankfully, have Lady Waterlow,’ which can be seen growing
gloriously at the Sacramento City Cemetery. A Climbing Hybrid Tea Rose,
from 8– to 18-ft., covered in blooms of Salmon-pink, edged carmine-pink ,
and centered golden-yellow. The very large semi-double blooms are
strongly fragrant. Several U.S. sources also offer ‘Noella Nabonnand,’ a
strikingly lovely Climbing Tea Rose, introduced in 1901, which is, oddly, not
(— Continued, Pg. 22)
widely grown.
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— Seminar Sale Roses, Cont.

“Car Wash”
Carnation
Cemetery Musk
“Cheshire Red”
Comtesse du Cayla
Cornelia
Daybreak
“De La Vina Mystery”
Distant Drums
“Elizabeth’s China”
“Elisabeth’s China”

Fortunes Double Yellow Pâquerette
Peggy Martin
Garisenda
R. moschata (Graham
“Old Town Novato”
Thomas’s variety)
“Grandmother's Hat”
“Hawaii Volcano”
Kathrinerl
Lady Ann Kidwell
Lupe's Buttons
(San Jose Heritage
Rose Gdn)
Lyda Rose
“Magnolia Cemetery
China”
A Handsome, Fragrant,
“Malespina China”
“Malespina China”

FRAGRANT Disease-Free,
Continuous Bloomer
This is a Sacramento City Cemetery “Legacy” Rose

“Fairmount Proser
pine”
“Forest Ranch Pom
Pom”
“Forest Ranch
Pom-Pom”

A magnificent, continuousblooming red China, plucked
from a Gold-Rush-Era
Family Plot in The Sierra
Foothills.

“Malespina Red” (HT)
Maman Cochet
Marbree
Marie Pavie
“Miss Atwood”
Mlle. de Sombrueil
Mme Jules Gravereaux
Mons. Tillier
“Faded Pink Monthly”/
“Mrs Keay's Pink
Noisette” (See Pg. 25)

Fragrant blooms, purple in
cool weather on an arching
plant. Disease-resistant.
Repeats

Mrs. Oakley Fisher
New Orleans Cemetery
Old Town Novato
22

Found Hybrid Perpetual;
Disease Resistant. Repeats
well when deadheaded.

Petite Pink
Portland from Glendora
Pulich Children
Rosa Roxburghii
R. roxburghii plena
Reine de Violettes
Rhodologue Jules
Gravereux
Roxburghii seedling
Saluda Musk
Smith's Parish
Spineless Chestnut
Superb Tuscan
Vincent Godsif
Walter Van Fleet
White Pearl in Red
Dragon's Mouth

‘Mlle. de Sombreuil’

‘Kathrinerl’

This is the ORIGINAL 1850 Tea Rose,
recovered by Phillip Robinson, and for
some years sold as ‘La Biche.’
Our thanks to Vintage Gardens for the
research that gave this lovely rose back her
rightful identity.
A disease-free, continuous-blooming
treasure.

Bred in Germany by Hans Jürgen
Weihrauch, never introduced due to blackspot
problems, Kathrinerl appears to be wholly
resistant to mildew and rust, and tolerant of
mixed shade.
A very rare and highly desirable garden rose.

Gruss an Teplitz x Bonica

‘Lupe’s
Buttons’
(Hybrid Musk, 2004, Disc. By
Mel Hulse, San Jose Heritage
Rose Garden

A gift of fortune from the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden, propagated and registered by Mel Hulse. ‘Lupe’s
Buttons’ is disease free and tough as nails. Give her a
little sun and a little water, and she’ll reward you with a
generous gift of blooms, throughout the year.

“De la Vina Mystery”
Found in Santa Barbara by Hetty Shurtleff, growing
through an 8-ft. Eugenia hedge, in our garden it has
remained compact, growing in a very large glazed
container. Blooms through the year, if deadheaded.
Can rust on old foliage, which can be removed to
prevent this problem.
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Clement Nabonnand
Clement Nabonnand was less-prolific in his output, creating just 21 new
roses of his own breeding. His 1922 Tea, ‘Rosette Delizy,’ bred in part from
Général Galliéni,’ may now be his best-known creation. And for mild-climate
gardens, its enduring fame is certainly deserved.
‘Irène Bonnet’ a 1920 Cl. Hybrid Tea, carries heavily-petalled mediumpink blooms. It is available in Europe, but not in the U.S. Vintage Gardens,
though, does offer ‘Marguerite Desrayaux’ questionably a Hybrid Noisette,
or Cl. Hybrid Tea, (but definitely a climber) bred from ‘Mme. Alfred Carriere.’
We do, thankfully, have Lady Waterlow,’ available from multiple U.S.
sources. It can be seen growing gloriously at the Sacramento City Cemetery.
A Climbing Hybrid Tea Rose, from 8– to 18-ft., covered in blooms of Salmonpink, edged carmine-pink , centered golden-yellow. The very large semidouble blooms are strongly fragrant. And several sources in the U.S. offer
‘Noella Nabonnand,’ a Climbing Tea Rose, introduced in 1901.

Gone, gone, gone . . . I could go on, but you get the idea.
Did only the best of the Nabonnand roses survive? We don’t know, but
the quality of those we have makes me wish that we had more of them.

On Noisettes and Tea-Noisettes
“This early type of Noisette, grown from the Musk and China Roses,
having characteristics of both, was soon crossed with the pink and yellow
Tea Roses, among many other sorts. From the Tea crosses some superb
roses were grown � larger blooms of greater substance and sweeter fragrance, not, however, without a certain loss of hardiness and a decrease in
the size of the clusters. Some of the finest climbers for temperate climates
are Tea-Noisettes. In speaking about Tea-Noisettes, we find we must use
our word “climbing” with a different meaning. A climbing Tea-Noisette,
in southern Maryland, is not satisfied to go eight to ten feet. Left to go its
own way, which is the way for this rose to go, it climbs to the roof or into
the top branches of a pear tree. That is what “climbing” comes to mean.
A little observation of this rose will assist in the matter of pruning it, for it
does not flower like the Tea Rose, from the gross shoots rising from the
base, but from the lesser side growth of the previous year. So, if the flowering wood is to be kept intact, it is better not to prune at all, except to
remove worn out wood and any young growth which seems to stifle the
plant.”
�

Old Roses Mrs. Frederick Love Keays (1935)
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“Faded Pink Monthly”
(In Commerce as “Mrs. Keays Pink Noisette”) Reproduced from OLD ROSES
by Mrs. Frederick Love Keays, MacMillen & Co., N.Y., 1935 (See Next Page)

On “Faded

Pink Monthly”

�

“Across St. Leonard's Creek from our farm is an old plantation
where, long before the war of the states, there grew under the pantry window an old rose called the Faded Pink Monthly.
Before the war, the cook took a cutting from this rose and grew it near
her cabin door.
During our searchings through old gardens in our part of Calvert
County for old roses to grow on our place, Lillie, this cook's daughter,
who is now our cook on the farm, showed us the way to the old plantation
to see if we could get something from the original rose. It proved to be
entirely gone-not a trace left. Years ago, Lillie had carried her mother's
rose plant to her home when she married. It had suffered some during late
years but had pulled along. A tough old dear! When we were disappointed
in our search for the original, Lillie gave us her old rose, hesitatingly, as
she thought it would die. So we acquired the rose grown by her mother
before the war, a plant “slipped” before 1860. A wonderful gift!
It was a very large, very woody stump with a sparse top. We pruned
and planted it very carefully with shelter and old richness bedded below to
coax it. The fine old grandmother rewarded our care so generously that
during the summer of 1930 it grew ample top to furnish us with cuttings in
November from which we have grown several new plants. One of these
cuttings, with the autumn bloom of this year, is shown in the illustration
facing page 104.
To identify the Faded Pink Monthly teased us through many months of
real study. All we surely knew was that it had a fragrance not like a China
or Tea, that it resembled the China bloom, that it flowered in immense
clusters, and that it was old.
Carrying our notes and holding fast and hard to our descriptions of
bush, foliage, bloom, and general habit, we made repeated visits to the
New York Public Library, where we studied those beautiful volumes, “Les
Roses,” written by Thory and illustrated by Redoute.
After we had run down the Chinas to repeated disappointment,-for we
thought it was some sort of China,-we went after the early Noisettes, the
early ones which we had not known, our Noisette acquaintance, hitherto,
having been confined to Marechal Niel and other later varieties into which
the Tea cross had been introduced.”
Mrs. Frederick L. Keays, “Old Roses in Calvert Country, Maryland”
American Rose Annual, 1932
(ED. NOTE: Mrs. Keays seems to have concluded that her “Faded Pink Monthly”
was a short-growing version of ‘Blush Noisette’ — We now know that there are
many sports and un-named seedlings of that rose.)
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Samuel Briggs Rose — Cottonwood Cemetery
In The Sacramento City Cemetery
Historic Rose Garden as:

“Mme. Bréon fils”
(Bourbon, Laffay, 1832)

In The San Jose Heritage
Rose Garden as:

“Legacy of Samuel Briggs #2”
Additional Study Names:
“Cottonwood Cemetery Blush Rose"
"
“Petaluma Blush”
"
Alternate Names:
• Mistress Bosanquet
• Mrs. Bosanquet
• Pauline Bonaparte
• Thé Sapho
Collected on multiple occasions by multiple rosarians, this is one of three roses
making a wild tangle around the 1893 grave of Samuel Briggs, in the wellmaintained old Cottonwood Cemetery.
Collected by Ed Wilkinson, it is in the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden as
“Legacy of Samuel Briggs #2. In the Sacramento City Cemetery, you will find
it as “Mme. Bréon fils.”
Nancy Steen, in her 1966 book, The Charm Of Old Roses, addressed what
may be the same rose:
From The

Charm of Old Roses, Nancy Steen, 1966:

1.

“William Paul gave impressive lists of Bourbons; but of all these names only
five appear amongst the twenty-five roses of this class which are catalogued
today. These are Bourbon Queen, Great Western, Coupe d’Hebe, Louise
Oldier, and Souvenir de la Malmaison, all roses we love and grow. There
were two border-line roses, Mrs. Bosanquet, bred in 1832, and Hermosa or
Armosa, in 1840, which were listed sometimes amongst the Bourbons, and
sometimes amongst the Chinas. They were small; but had fuller flowers than
those of the China Roses, though the blooms were not as large as those of all
other Bourbons.
1.

The Rose Garden, Wm. Paul, 1848
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“Mrs. Bosanquet
(N. Steen: The Charm of Old Roses)

Plate 3, The Amateur Gardener’s
Rosebook, Julius Hoffmann,
Longmans, Green, London, 1905

All old-rose books spoke of Mrs. Bosanquet in such glowing terms that it is
surprising its name no longer figures in catalogues . . .”
“ . . . The flowers grow in clusters on wiry, typically China stems; but the
blooms are much fuller than those of the China Roses, being flat and quartered, and of a delicious shade of blush pink, deepening in the centre � in fact,
they look like miniatures of the flowers of Souvenir de la Malmaison, another
member of the Bourbon family. Remembering that there was a colored illustration of Mrs. Bosanquet in Dr. Julius Hoffman’s The Amateur Gardener’s
Rose Book we brought some buds and fully opened blooms indoors and placed
them alongside this reproduction � the only picture of this rose that we have
seen. The two were so alike that we hope now that we have found the old favourite of 1832. Mrs. Bosanquet was called after the wife of one of the finest
rose growers of that time, who owned a large private collection . . .”

In the San Jose Heritage Rose
Garden on Sept. 29, or the
Sacramento City Cemetery
Historic Rose Garden in midOctober, take time to visit the
Found Rose which is probably
identical to Mrs. Steen’s find,
from New Zealand.
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“Setzer Noisette”
‘Mutabilis

